SPOTLIGHT KARNATAKA
UB City, a major attraction
in Bengaluru city

rain showers, virtual reality shows

out your racing side. Likewise a

net cricket and bull rides. If you

and more. The park is naturally

thrill of speed albeit of a different

love wines a must-do activity is

a big hit with children and now

nature can be experienced at

to take a detailed vineyard tour,

has an in-house resort where you

the Bangalore Turf Club when

while you taste some spectacular

can stay too. This apart there are

you see a game of horse racing.

homegrown wine especially in

several restaurants within the

And if the heat is getting to you

the Nandi Hills area which sees a

sprawling complex. Fun City in

cool off at Snow City, a winter

lot of grape cultivation. Likewise

VR Bengaluru is an indoor family

wonderland that has snow-based

golf lovers can tee off at the Golf

entertainment centre, a leisure

activities that is a good place to

Club that also offers classes for
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chill out quite literally. Another

newbies. If you are looking for a

that encourages children to learn

must-see place is the Innovative

more invigorating adventure an

while they play, with a variety of

Film City that has a potpourri of

early morning cycle ride at the

activities focused on children's

attractions including the Aqua

‘Dodda Alada Mara’ or the Big

growth and development. There

Kingdom, Cartoon City, Dino Park,

Banyan Tree will take you through

are also a series of gaming cafes

Mini Golf, Mirror Maze, Petting

some amazing natural vistas too.

in the city where you can have

Zoo and Haunted Mansion, among

And if you can, experience micro

fun with simulated games and

many others. This is where you

light flying during an aerial ride

virtual reality games as well. The

can indulge in adventure sports as

that gives you a beautiful bird's

city also has several Go Karting

well including Go-Karting, bungee

eye view of the entire city that

centres that allow you to check

jumping, dirt biking, archery,

happens at the Jakkur Airfield.
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